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Questions surround shooting
The Scene
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Karla Buchanan

News Editor
As the shock of the October 5
shooting in the University Hall
parking lot begins to wear off, the
could have's, should have's and
might have been's are being thrown
around in great numbers.
Should the event's organizers have
called for more officers?
Should the police have provided
more officers, especially in the
parking lot?
Could the incident been avoided?
And, what is on most people's
minds, what is going to be done to
prevent something similar from
happening again?
First to arrive on the scene was
the CSUSB police. The Public
Safety Department mans the
independent department and,
according to Lt. Brian Bodily,
currently has 14 officers, all POST
(Police Officers Standardizaffon
and Training) qualified with full
peace officer privileges.
On an average night, there are
two officers patrolling the campus.
yweyer, when there is a
event, additional oncers are
assigned. According^W^t"^^
President of Adminisffation^d
Finance, David De Mauro, one
additional officer was assigned on

News Editor

Bisexual performer Skott
Freedman lectures at
CSUSB

Sports

the night of the shooting.
officer was needed because the
" To hold an event, organizations expected turn out for the event was
must first fill out a sgecial events.
ETdif 'wfiereTliey must
At the time of the incident, an
identify the purpose of the event estimated 800 people were in
and number of people present,*' attendance. Generally that would
explained De Mauro.
require at least four additional
Next, according to De Mauro, a
officers. The one additional officer
gnt was in relation to the
and it is decided how many extra numberonmlWSMB^ifimated to
officers should jfefewassjgned be there, not the actual number that
depending on what the event is! i^i was
addition of nearly
the case of the Omega Psi Phi event, six hundred individuals changed
it was decided that only one extra
the picture entirely.

'.ylman/i

This begs two questions: Why
didn't aa-^rganizer of the event,
after noticing the extra people, call
for more officere and why didn't the
officers, after realizing the massive
numbers of people attending, call
for more officers.
According to De Mauro,
organizations are free to call for
more officers at any time. These

-Could haue continued
on page 15

New campus opens for desert denizen
Karla Buchanan

PAGE 10

Police responding to the emergency in the UH parking tot

Student commuting from the
low desert area and its surrounding
communities will now have a new
option to gain their higher
education in the opening of the new
Palm Desert Satellite campus.
CSUSB has had a satellite
campus in the lower desert on the
College of the Desert Community
College (COD) campus, but was
housed in various portables, sharing
bookstore space and having no
space of their own.
The new $9 million building,
the first of three phases, opened it's

doorstonearly UOOOstudents. The
second building, at the cost of $9
million, will break ground in
November and the third and final
building will be built in the near
future also at the cost of $9 million.
In total, the campus will cost nearly
$28 million.
The cost of the campus was
split between CSUSB funds and
Cal State University System
Operating Funds while the city of
Palm Desert donated 2(X) acres of
land.
Additionally, both CSUSB's
Bookstore and Students Union
contributed funds to have space in
the new building.
The campus currently offers

about 90 classes per quarter in six
By next fall, according to Palm
undergraduate programs including Desert Campus Dean Pete Wilson,
Management, the school will offer a B.S. in
Accounting,
Psychology, English, Liberal Arts Nursing.
and Criminal Justice, with the
Classes are taught by full and
addition Communications soon.
part time instructors from CSUSB.
Because Palm Desert is a
While the campus lies nearly
branch campus, they can offer only 70 miles away from the main
junior and senior level classes.
campus, the satellite is still
The intention is that students dependant on CSUSB.
will obtain their general education
"As we offer more classes and
requirements at COD community have more space available, growth
college and then transfer. In will accelerate. This area has a
addition, the campus offers four need for higher education to be
teaching credential programs, more accessible," stated Dean
including single and multi subject, Wilson.
plus five Master's programs, four
Already the campus has had a
in Education and one in Public 11% growth in attendance and is
Administration.
expecting more in the future.
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PAGE 20
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lop. A rock inscribed with the campus name welcomes students
Right: The first of three buildings completed
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New roadways may ease traffic
Jose Lizarraga

Staff Writer
The city of San Bernardino
plans to lower the amount of traffic
on University Parkway by building
a new roadway connecting Kendall
and Fairview in what is to be the
first phase of roadway building
around the campus.
Bidding is currently taking
place, and will be for ninety days
in what is to be the first phase of
construction done around the
campus to reduce traffic
congestion on University Parkway.
This is one of many of the
projects that is currently being
done by Cal State and the city of
San Bernardino in order to make
it easier on the commuting
students.

"We are currently working with
the city on traffic mitigation," stated
CSUSB Vice President of
Administration and Finance, David
De Mauro. "There are a number of
projects, and several more in the
works."
This is one of the many projects
that the school and the city have
been working on together to help the
students. One of the more recently
completed of these projects was the
construction being done on the 215
exit ramp onto University Parkway.
This construction created dedicated
turn lanes instead of the merging
lane that was there before.
These are not the only
modifications that will be taking
place on the roadways around Cal
State San Bernardino. De Mauro
stated that there were also some
other projects they were planning on

doing.
One of the projects will be the
timing of the.lights down
University Parkway. The traffic
lights are currently not timed and
timing the lights would promote the
traffic flow down University
Parkway, cutting down on the time
spent waiting to get on the freeway.
Another of the planned
projects is to build dual left turn
lanes on the comer of Kendall and
University, beside the new Sav-on
drug store.
This would decrease the

amount of congestion on Kendall.
With the completion of the
various projects, the hope is that

student travel to and from CSUSB
will be less aggravating and less
time-consuming.

Health Check-up

Kuria Buchanan/Chronicle

October: Breast Cancer Awareness Month
Tell A Friend Prdgraifr""
The goal of the Americati Cancer
Society's Tell A Friend program is to make
sure that every woman who needs a
mammogram gets one annually and to
dispel myths^urrounding breast cancer.

The American Cancer Society's Tell A
Friend Program
The American
Cancer Society's Tell A
Friend program trains
volunteers to contact
friends and loved ones
and ^icourage dtem to
get mammograms.
Tell A Friend vol
unteers contacted more
than 244,000 women
last year.
Tell AFriend uses a
peer-to-peer approach,

*

"

-How much do mammograms cost?

-When should I get a mammogram?
Some Tell A Friend pjutnere include
churches and rellgious groups, ser
vice organizations,
community action
organizations,
breast cancer advo
cacy groups, health
care professional
organizations,
neighborhood or
ganizations, tenant
groups, women's

clubs, senior cen
ters, health care faGraphic courtesy of
which has been
cilities,
TV
and
radio
stations, and loGoogle.com
found to be very
cal businesses and industries.
effective in increasing
Partners can contribute by recruit
the use of mammography.
ing volunteers, promoting community
Tell AFriend seeks to provide services
awareness of the importance of mam
to everyone -especially those who are
mography, providing screening services,
medically underserved or at high risk -and
underwriting the promotional activities,
in communities where disparities in the
providing incentives and gifts to volun
cancer burden exist.
teer callers, and sponsoring a Tell A
Friend program with American Cancer
The American Cancer Society seeks Society support.
volunteers and collaborating organizations *
with close links to women who may need
special encouragement to get regular
mammograms and to women who may
need ansWCTS to questions such as:
-Where do I get a mammogram?

a graduate degree cos

-Do mammograms hurt?

To become a Tell A Friend volun
teer or partner organization, contact your
American Cancer Society at 1-800ACS-2345.
American. Cancer Society 9/02

Cal Baptist's
Graduate
Degree
Programs
Master of Business
Administration
Master of Science in
Counseling
Psyctioiogy
Masters Degrees
in Education
Master of Arts
in English
Education Credential
Programs
Cal Baptist also offers
yndergraduate desree

propns in more thai
20 areas.

Here's a great
investment
t'v; Cal Baptist.
A graduate degree is
supposed to pay
dividends for a lifetime —
but not all graduate degrees are
created equal. At Cal Baptist, you can
count on personalized
attention from talented faculty
widely recognized graduate programs^
and an ethical focus that distinguishes
you from the crowd. So don't think of
your Cal Baptist graduate degree as
money out of pocket. It's more like
money in the bank.
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Growing Exponentially:

CSUSB POLICE REPORTS Distributed Learning
October 5
Incident: Shooting

returned to her mother. The studwit
was advised of the ramifications for
harboring a juvenile and having
alcohol in his room.
Disposition: Report Taken

At approximately 11:46 p.m.,
officers while standing in front of
the Event Center heard 8 to 12 shots
October 7
coming from parking lot D. There
was an Omega Psi Phi dance going Incident: Medical Aid
on inside the Event Center. There At approximately 10:00 a.m. our
was approximately 600-800 people officers responded to the PE field
attending this dance. Officers saw regarding a report that a CSUSB
numerous people running from student had been injured during a
parking lot D towards the flag football class. The student
Commons screaming. Officers dislocated her left shoulder, which
went to investigate and found that was the result of an old injury. She
a subject had been shot 4 times. The was treated by SBFD and
graveyard supervisor requested transported to the hospital by fellow
assistance from the San Bernardino students for further treatment.
Police Department. San Bernardino Disposition: Report Taken
Police Department responded and
Incident: Vandalism
took over investigation.
Disposition:
Investigation At approximately 10:15 p.m. our
Continuing by SBPD and officers responded to the CSUSB
Police Station regarding a desk
Investigator Applegate
report of vandalism, cause to a
CSUSB student's vehicle while
\T\c\dent; Intoxicated student
At approximately 12.26 a.m. an parked in D lot. Unknown
officer responded to Tokay subject(s) had written Sigma Nu
Residence Hall regardMtg an and Beta-Beta on the vehicle with
extremely intoxicated person. The blue and red chalk, and sprayed a
person turned out to be a resident foam type substance on the glass.
from Tokay. San Bernardino Fire The victim requested a follow-up
paramedic
responded
and by campus administrators.
Disposition: Report taken and
transported the resident to San
Bernardino Community Hospital. referred to Craig Henderson
The graveyard supervisor had an
respond to the hospital to
follow-up on the resident status.
The (officer advised that the resident
was ok. and W\\\ toe. Teteased.
>n: Report Taken

Incident: Curfew, Illegal Knife
At approximately 12:36 a.m., our
officers observed two male subjects
walking along Northpark Blvd and
Sierra Drive. The males were
identified as juveniles, were cited
for being in violation of Municipal
curfew laws, and returned to their
parents. One juvenile was also
cited for having a butterfly knife in
his possession.
Disposition: Report Taken

Incident: Curfew
At approximately 9:45 p.m., our
officers responded to Serrano
Village Tokay Residential Hall
regarding a report from the
Redlands Police Department that a
runaway female juvenile may be
staying will a male CSUSB student.
The juvenile was located, cited for
Municipal curfew laws, and

Bethany Anderson
Asst. News Editor
The Office of Distributed Learning has pushed the concept of
taking courses online to the next level. With the installation of the
new Telecommunications switch, the campus can now telecast up to
fifteen simultaneous videoconference courses to various sites

Incident: Vandalism
At approximately 10:00 p.m. our
officers responded to D lot
regarding a report that a CSUSB
student's vehicle had been
vandalized. Unknown subject(s)
had written BB, LOU/BB and
Sigma NU on the vehicle with
green and red chalk.
Disposition: Report Taken

throughout the southland.
The Telecommunications switch was funded by the Title V
Bridging the Distance grant from the U.S. Department of Education.
The pilot program instituted in 1999 at the'Victor Valley campus,
will now" have the opportunity to branch out to regional community
college sites within the service areas of CSUSB.

October 9
Incident: Suspicious Male
At approximately 10:49 a.m., an
officer took a report of a female
who was approached by a white
heavy set male inside a vehicle who
used offensive words towards her.
The female told the male to get
away from her. The heavy set male
then left the area when the female
told him that she was going to call
the police.
Disposition: Report Taken

Leaming pointed
out on their
website that, fully on-line classes may meet for.orientations, meetings,
presentations, and other factors related to the particu^ course.
Positive aspects of Distributed Learning through Cal State, is
that students who have hectic work schedules, family obligations,
and transportation problems can learn independently, free of the rigors
of having to attend the physical Cal State campus classrooms.Another
bonus of the on-line coursework is that students will ultimately have
to learn multi-media skills in downloading^ program and software
installation, and email that have become a requisite for college life.
Students also have the option of purchasing textbooks at Cal State's
Coyote Bookstore or on-line at www.covQtebooks.com. clicking under
"off-campus."
. .
However, the dow^^ii^JUJtii^on-linc coiu'ses is primarily that
istiiie s'elt m^vated, in order to anticipate the independent
study type atmosphere. Students who are in need of classmate
interaction will find the adaptation to on-line class discussions
somewhat discouraging at first. Yet with the rapid change in how
technology has influenced the higher educational process, prospects
of learning on-line or at a distance will soon become a way of life.

Incident: Injured Student
At approximately 11:36 a.m., an
officer took a report on a CSUSB
student who injured his knee while
playing soccer in his P.E. class. The
student was treated at the Student
Health Center and was released.

QisposiiiottiSjeptxLHakmmmm"^^

Incident:' Vandalism

At approximately 10:00 p.m. our
officers responded to D lot
regarding a report that a CSUSB
student's vehicle had been
vandalized. Unknown subject(s)
Incident: Building Alarm
had written CB, Beta-Beta» Bfi
At approximately 5:40 p.m., Sigma and B225 on the vehicle
with green and red chalk.
officers pssponded to an alarm at
Jii^idbnr's Health Center. Upon Disposition: Report Taken
the officer's arrival on scene, the
October 8
officers observed a male subject
(non-student) running from the Incident: Attempt Burglary
Health Center. Officers made At approximately 4:22 a.m. officers
contact with the subject and a responded to the third floor old
computer check revealed that the section of the Pfau Library
subject was on probation for regarding a report from custodial
burglary. The officers responded staff that a tampon machine had
back to the Health Center where been burglarized. No product or
they conducted a security check and money was taken from the
found no signs of forced entry.The dispenser but there were pry marks
subject was given notification to on the open door. No leads or
leave campus.
suspect information at this time.
Disposition: Report Taken
Disposition: Report Taken

October 6

admitted for observation.
Disposition: Report Taken

Incident: Non-injury Accident
At approximately 10:00 a.m.
officers responded to the CSUSB
mailroom to take a report of a non
injury vehicle accident report
involving a state vehicle. Astudent
worker hit a fixed concrete pillar
while trying to maneuver a turn in
a state van.
Disposition: Report Taken

Incident: Medical Aid
At approximately 4:40 p.m. our
officers responded to University
Hall regarding a report of a sick
person. A Student Professor felt ill
while instructing a class and
stopped the class. As the instructor
left the class, she collapsed and
struck her head on the wall adjacent
to the outside door. The instructor
was transported to the hospital via
ambulance. A follow-up call to the
hospital revealed she had been

Incident: Medical Aid
At approximately 11:20 a.m.,
officers responded to a medical aid
^[lat^e^d P.E. building to
investigate a
pain
Bernar-dino
F i r e /
Paramedic
arrived on
scene and
checked out
the student.
The student
refused any
other medical
treatment and
will
seek
o
w
n
physician.

\Don't Pay.10-.25C Each For Just A Few Copies!

Disposition:
Report Taken

Incident:
Criminal
Threats
At approx
imately 6:41
p.m., officers
responded to
the
Pfau
library
to
investigate
c r i m i n a l
t h r e a t s .
F u r t h e r
investigation
revealed that
the threats
were
unfounded,
however, it
was a verbal
disturbance
involving
two students.

Disposition:
Report Taken
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Student Spotlight

'Roving Rejforter
"Wdat's your biggest fear?"
Uy TeresUa Sosa
Scene Editor

N^e; Sarah Sabet
Major: Psychology:
Year: Senior
"Not reaching my highest level
of ability in my education or ^
not being able to reach the i:
goals (hat I have set for rayself in life."

Name: Hussein Dilawer
Major: ComputeSciei^
Year: Freshmen - ^ f
fating into another car acci*^
dent and having the cops
called on me, I don't have
driver's license and it always
turns out to be. ray fault
freeze and almost wet ray
pants."

Major; Nursing;
, Year: Sophomore

October 14,2002

By Desiree Hunter
Staff Writer
At first Joriz DeGuzman's
parents thought he was possessed
when he started
reading billboards to them. After
all, he was just two years old."We
were just playing around with him
and talking to him in 'baby-talk',"
said Joriz's dad, Edwin
DeOuzman. "We said, 'can you
read?' and he said 'yes,' and
started
reading
to
us."
They took him to the library
where he checked out short
children's books and sure enough,
he read the books aloud to his
parents, word for word, "credits"
and all.That's when Edwin and his
wife Tess knew their son had a
gift.Ten years later, Joriz is a junior
at Cal State, double majoring in
Teresita Sosa/Chronicle
12 year old boy genius.
computer science and math, but
he's already aspired to be a
neurosurgeon, psychiatrist and
through Thursday for his five
politician after taking biology, classes.Three math and two computer
psychology and political science science. Sometimes they stay with
classcs."Everything is interesting
him.
to me," Joriz said during a recent
Original plans to go to UCR
interview in the Student Union. dissolved when he fell in love with
"Every class I take is interesting
Cal State's campus after a visit.
and exciting. Every subject is my "I like the atmosphere here better,"
•favnrite,. I iiisr like, f^,
i^ie said.His passion for learning is
He started taking classes at obvious. Joriz excitably described,
Cal State during summer school dissecting
a fetal pig and examinim
. w . - , .
.,*g pi
this year and registered for eight a cadaver in a biology class and how
he and his lab partner were the only
units after transferring from San
, who were willing to tou^^ cow
Bernardino Valley College. His
ppri lAi k.1
Ih I
leart with their har^J^eam about
s.'.'It was really
home in Grand Terrace

cool," he said, grinning. "It's not
everyday you can see and examine
something that's actually the same
as you. It was very interesting," he
said. "Very interesting."
Wearing jeans, sneakers, a
dailc navy-blue T-shirt and one of
his father's dog tags aroynd his
neck, the 12-year-old almost
blends in with the rest of Cal
State's student body - almost.He
stood out a lot more when he
started college as a 4-foot 10-inch
freshman at Valley two years ago
at age 10, Joriz said."l think people
might have thought I was a midget
or something," he said. "My feel
didn't even touch the floor when I
sat in the desk.""One time when
the teacher called on me, I started
reading and my voice was like,
'wee, wee, wee," he said,
demonstrating in a high-pitched
voice. 'That's when the teacher
was like, 'how old are you?"
Things are different now,
following a summer growth spurt.
At 5-foot 6-inches tall, he now has
a deeper voice and there's some
facial hair coming in too. But he's
used to being a little different than
the otheap students at the schools he
s. Joi^ritilMilMite^id^iY
grade at Immanuel Baptij-v

~ Spotlight continued
on pagelS

knowing whaiiheifdlt;^
holds/ ThtrigS cffiiftgc sT

mim

raudi, that you just have to:
live one day at a time."

• A NORMAL ROOMMATE
Name: Seigio Hinh
Major: Biology ;
Year: Sophomore

• NUTRITIOUS DORM FOOD

"Drowning, becauseI used to
surf and the waves just take
you all the way down to the;;
sand and you could only hope
that you could get back to the;

1^ A BANK THAT LISTENS
TO ITS CUSTOMERS
UNBELIEVABLE, BUT TRUE.
Name: Robert Hurapton
Major: Liberal Studies
Year; Junior

m IEMD YOB. At Washington Mutual, we give our customers things they ask for.
like truly Free Checking thai doesn't pile on fees every month. Plus, free standard

" I don't want to live forever,
because I don't want to be all
old and broke down. I want to
die and go somewhere else.
The world is getting wor^ ev
eryday."

I

;

Online Banking and free account access at over 2,000 of our ATMs nationwide.
Just like you asked for. (Sorry we can't hdp you out with the roommate situation.)

•[ Washington Mutual
MORE HUMAN iNTERESt"

^ext weed's question:

San Bcmardino/East Hi^land - 2020 E. Highland Ave.
San BcrnaidinoASfest Highland - 315 W. Highland Ave.

are you doing for ifaffoween?''

1,800.788.7000
n>lC IlUMltd
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Married with an education Omega's Party.
By Janna Preston
Staff Writer

Probably the two largest
responsibilities one faces in life are
marriage and education, and
although most people would prefer
to be done with their college years
by the time they say "I do,"
sometimes those two worlds
collide. Because of the difficulty
of being married and attending
school simultaneously, a married
student needs to manage their time
carefully so one responsibility does
not impact the other. So how does
a full-time student cope with the
everyday stresses of school and a
marriage and often a family?
According to Wanda Watson,
a student at CSUSB and a wife for
29 years, it can often be difficult to
balance the two. Watson and her
husband have good communication
and a real understanding regarding
the importance of her education.
She says, "During the week, my
concentration is school."
When asked if schoof put a
strain
on
her
marriage
responsibilities or vice versa,
Watson's reply was, "No, because

my education is both of our goals."
Another student, Patti Jean
Genther, was asked the same
question. Her reply was that it was
hard to plan their "mini moons."
This is what she calls the short
mini-trips that her and her husband
plan forjust the two of them. With
Genther's busy school schedule and
her husband's work schedule, it
makes planning lengthy vacation
times together difficult. The small
outings keep them close and
connected while still focused on
work and school.
When asked if it is harder to
be a student because of being
married, the married students all
seemed to agree. All of them said
that it was a little harder because
they are always concerned about
what is going on at home when they
are away at school or at work.
Carl Irby, an adult re-entry student,
was asked how he balances his
daily schedule with school and
work. His response was that his
wife supports his education and
encourages him to study. In
addition, she helps to provide study
time by relieving him from many
household chores. As a full-time
student and husband who works

part-time, Irby says he has been
that
able
to
"juggle
responsibilities and tasks related to
school, work, marriage and
children, and has been so far
successful at all."
Irby frequents the Student
Union Adult Re-Entry Center as a
place to study and have his lunch
while he is on the go. I caught up
with him there as he was microwaving his lunch from home. In
his busy life with marriage and
school, he sees the school as a
strain on the marriage rather than
the marriage being a strain on the
school. Irby and his wife realize
that school-life is a temporary
period which will eventually come
to an end. He says his marriage
was here before-and it will be here
long after.
When "campus life"
meets "married life" it is not always
an easy task for students to manage
without the help and support of
their partner. Most students on
campus have responsibilities that
are expected of them, but some

~ married contlued on
page 15

Women's Resource Center
celebrates "La Boda"
able see a world unlike their own,"
Stated Tobi Cavazos, Graduate
Assistant. " It was .hard to get the
On October 9, the Women's word out since we are still in the
Resource Center, hosted "Latina
beginning weeks of school, but we
iht" honoring Latino posted flyers everywhere possible
month. Free popcorn, soda to raise the awareness of this
and candy was provided during the movie."
viewing of the movie. The movie
A number of students did show
shown was "La Boda", The up at the viewing of La Boda, and
Wedding. This documentary told seemed very interested in learning
the true story of a migrant family about the everyday obstacles of
trying to preserve their Mexican
migrant workers. After looking
roots whije also pursuing the through the school's newspaper
"American Dream" across the Marissa Enciso, stopped by to
Mexican border. The camera check it out. " I was interested
follows Elizabeth Luis the 22-year because I didn't know what
old daughter, throughout her migrant worker's and their families
preparations the week before her had to go through in their everyday
wedding.
life's."
" Migrant life is vastly
Rashad Salahuddin, a student
different from a typical students assistant, shared his views on how
family life at Cal State. We chose he felt about the Women's Resource
this movie so that they would be Center. " This quarter the Women's

Teresita Sosa
Scene Editor

Resource Center, has been working
hard at hir"mg fi-vtry diverse jtaff
that could relay with the student
population on c^pus, "La Boda"
and "Las Madres" two movies
shown this month are a
representation of people who work
here as well as student and staff on
campus. We have women on this
campus of all different intercultural
backgrounds and that's what the
Women's Resource Center takes
into account when planning our
events. We want to have a
connection between us and the
campus community. This is
Rashad's, first quarter working at
the Women's Resource Center. He
adds, " The Women's Resource
Center is not only for women, but
welcome men also to come by and
check out the services provided."

Looking for a date?
Let the Chronicle find you that perfect some
one. Come into the Chronicle office UH-37,
fill out a mini biography and let us take your
snap shot. We will match you up with someone
of similar interest and send you on a free date.

By Desiree Hunter
Staff Writer
Before
being
prematurely
ended,
following the tragic
shooting in the parking
lot of UH, the Omega Psi
Phi party raging inside
the Student Union Event
Center was a smash hit.
The success of the event
itself was almost lost in
the shadow of the event
that ended the evening.

Desiree Hunter/Chronicle
Students pay Omega member at the door.

"Before the shooting, which we
had no control over, everyone was
really enjoying themselves," said Ed
Campbell, president of the Omegas.
Party-goers who showed up "early"
to the Omega Psi Phi back-to-school
bash on Friday only got admission
to a less-than half empty room.
"It usually takes a while for the
party to get started," said Gevale
Ashford, a member of the Sigma

Aeta chapter of Omega Psi Phi and
one of the event organizers.
"Approximately 200 people were
expected to attend", he said.
Doors to the student event
center in Cal State's student union
opened at 9 p.m. to a trickle of
people who walked up, but stayed

~ Omega continued on
page 15

Coyote Karaoke
By Morgan Melendez
Staff Writer
Assail your ears and assert
yourself, karaoke is back at Cal
State.
For the past three years the Stu
dent Union has offered students a
weekly chance to pull out all the
slops and sing tfieirIwarts oot.' E^^i
ery Wednesday night, ff(Mn 4:308:30, the pub is full of people lining
up for a chance to flex their vocal
cords and belt out their favorite
tunes.
"It's great! You can drink and
watch
people
embarrass
themselves...singing is fun too,"
says Greg Neal.
Standing Ovation Karaoke,
owned and operated by Perry and
Lanetta Moody, has been the high
light of campus Wednesday nights
for the past three years. Originally
called in to entertain at on campus
parties, word quickly spread of their
popularity and success to the Student
Union Program Board who arranged

to book Moody on a weekly basis
to provide entertainment to any
and all students who had the guts
to perform. "We tested three
nights a week and found out that
on Wednesdays we had the best
turn out, although this year is
tougher due to overlapping classes
and more classes being added,"
says Moody.
With everything from HipHop to Country to Alternative,
Standing Ovation Karaoke offers
students a wide variety and eclec
tic choice of songs.
But why subject yourself to
that kind of potential public em
barrassment?
"It's just for fun!" says
Lashawn Cole, one of last
Wednesday night's performers.
"What I've discovered was, and
I'm still nervous but, I've heard
some people sing and I can't be
any worse," she says as she laughs
and gets up and prepares for her
next song.
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'People of the Pines' Pow Wow
being the "Grand Entrance." With
concession stations circled around
the baseball field, these dancers
took center stage as they performed
in the open field. This entrance was
led by a United States military
honor guard, followed by numerous
tribal dancers dressed in their
regalia to show off style. The
dancers gained points towards cash
prizes in competitions based on
their performance to beats provided
by the Pipestone Creek Northern
Drum group from Onion Lake
Canada.
Yuhaviatam is what the San
Manual Band of Mission Indians
calls themselves in their native
tongue.
Directly translated
Yuhaviatam means, "People of the
Pines." The San Manual Band of
Mission Indians are members of the
Native American Tribe known as,
Serrano. The word Serrano was
given to the tribe by the Spaniards
meaning mountaineers, due to the
fact that the ancestors of the tribe
roamed the San Bernardino

By Steve Shelton

Special to the Chronicle
Chants rang and drums banged
at the annual San Manual POW
WOW held on Oct. 11 to 13 in the
Upper Field here at CSUSB.
The three-day event hosted by
the San Manual Band of Mission
Indians was expected to bring out
more than 5,000 attendants from
around the United States.
"We have tribes here all the
way from Canada" said Cruz
Chacon one of the major
coordinators of the program. The
POW-WOW also served the
community with cultural NativeAmerican food, and numerous
stands selling native artwork.
Pauline "Dimples" Murillo a
member of the San Manual Mission
Indian Tribe said, "Many of the
people here who are selling native
crafts do this from event to event
as a means of income."
John Futch, director of
CSUSB's Cross Cultural Center,
said of there were hundreds of
tribes throughout North America,
with the main attraction of each day

-Pow- UJoui continued
on pg.15

Susie Medina/ Chronicle
Student Chris Markin views art.

Susie Medina/ Chronicle
Face painters.

Susie Medina/ Chronicle

Traditional Native American story-telling is depicted on blankets for sale.

^ The Meltim Pot
#SL. UPCOMING EVENTS
October 22
What: National Disability
Awareness- ACCESS
WhCTe: Pfau Library-MALL
When: 11AM- 1PM

October 19

What: Women in Focus
Where: Commons
When: SAM-3PM

October 23
What: Women's Breast Cancer
Awareness
Where: Events Center C
When; 12- 3PM

THIS DAY IN HISTORY
By Yazmin Alvarez

*

Asst. Multi-Cultural Editor
Today, many Americans cel
ebrate Columbus Day as a day of
rest and relaxation. The first re
corded celebration of Columbus
Day in the United States took
place on October 12,1792.
The 400th anniversary of the
event inspired the first official
Columbus Day holiday in the
United States. In 1892, President
Benjamin Harrison issued a proc
lamation urging Americans to
mark the day. The public re
sponded by organizing school
programs, plays, and community
festivities across the country.

Courtesy of aliavisia.com
Santa Maria ship.
A sailor on board the Pinta
sighted an island early in the
morning of October 12, 1492,
and a new era of European ex
ploration and expansion began.
The next day, the 90 crew mem
bers of Christopher Columbus's
three-ship fleet ventured onto the
Bohamian island of Guanahani,
ending a voyage in Palos, Spain.

Lei the U.S. Coast GUMI help you achieve your goals. By enrolling in this ptogram you'll train lo
become a commissioned olficer. while the Coast Guard pays for your college
tuition. In tte Coast Guard y^'ll use your special training to enforce the law,
protect property and even save lives. Call to find out abt>ut the exciting
opportunities wailing for vou in the Coa.sl Guard.

Calll-877-NOW-USCGext 1788
or visit U.S on the web at
APHIC.CTION DEADLINE Is Febrgan 28lh

JjjjfJjf
mfHJmBn
AMO COASr eUMKII RBSem \
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Cultural Experiences Abroad
By Morgan Melendez

Staff Writer
Study abroad and gain the
"Experience of a Lifetime!"
Last Friday at noon, The
International Student Services office
hosted a Study Abroad Fair in the
upper commons. Several booths,
from Cal State, independent travel
agencies and various other study
abroad programs were on site to give
students a glimpse of what life in
another country would be like.From
Australia to Taiwan to the United
Kingdom, The California State
University International Program
offers students a chance to study in
14 different countries.
What are the requirements? As
with any scholastic application
transcripts must be included. In
addition a statement of intent, letters
of reference and a minimum GPA
of 2.T5-3.25, depending on your
university of choice, must
accompany the application.
After the paper work is
completed students are required to
interview with a panel of professors
who decide either to recommend
you to the Chancellor or not. The
Chancellor has the final say as to
who goes and who stays.
Under the supervision of Dr.
Mo Vaziri from the Department of

Morgan Melendez/ Chronicle
Alex Ojeda, Rojelio Padilla, and Rosalie Giacchino-Baker.
Finance and Accounting,30 CSUSB
students were sent to study in France
last year. Dr. Luz Elena Ramirez
took two students to visit Cuba last
summer, and is planning another
excursion for next summer. And Dr.
Stacey Sowards took a small group
of three students with her to study
in Indonesia.
Students who decide that they
would rather spend only a few

weeks abroad can opt for the Short
Term program offered through
CSUSB. This program offers
students a chance to visit Argentina,
Indonesia, Mexico,Cuba or France.
Students choosing to study
abroad will be happy to know that,
as with the National Student
Exchange program, they will pay
tuition to their home campus. This
means that the cost of tuition is the

cost of Cal State Tuition and
therefore more affordable than most
might think. Over all cost does vary
depending on the country, but is allinclusive. Everything from books tp
food money to cab fair is included.
Financial Aid is also available
either through the Financial Aid
Office, ASI, or through Phi Beta
Delta. Applications for ASI and Phi
Beta Delta aid can be picked up in

UH-235 or in the ASI office.
Rogelio Padilla, a Cal State
student, spent last school year
abroad in Madrid, Spain at La
Universidad Complutense de
Madrid. "I loved it, if I had the
chance I'd go back and live there,"
says Padilla. "You tend to grow in a
way that you wouldn't be able to
here. You expand your boundaries
and become more open minded."
"It would be a great experience
to learn about other cultures," said
Matt Spalten, one of the students
who attended the fair on Friday.
As Rosalie Giaccino-Baker,
Ph.D. and professor in the College
of Education says, "It's really
important for students to get out and
exfierience the world".
If you are interested in the study
abroad program you can stop by the
International Student Services
Office in UH-235.

Morgan Melendez/ Chronicle
Independent agencies present.

Jieallhy Lifestyles
By Susie Medina

Multi-Cultural Editor
Students are learning that incorporating
fitness into their lives improves academics.
Essentially, eating right and exercising will
increase ones metabolism and therefore
increase energy level. This is the energy we
all claim that leaves us just before that 8 a.m.
two-hour class.
Some people workout to lose weight.
Others workout to gain muscle and others
for just plain good health.
Student Priscilla Platania says she goes
"to stay in shape and tone up. Working out
four days a week actively."
Tianka Pharaoh would also like to
maintain her physique as she keeps a regular
exercise regime. She agrees that exercising
gives her more energy than when she used
to not workout regularly.

1 can get more studying done after
exercising because I have more eneigy but
I don't necessarily use it for just
studying."
Whatever the goal is, exercising has
been known to build muscle as well as
stimulate the mind, thus making ones
capacities and abilities faster.
Professor Bryan Haddock, who used
to be a physical trainer and has a Ph.D in
kinesiology encourages students to
maintain a work out regime.
Realizing that student's schedules'
are so busy, he suggests, "even if you can't
work out in one shot- do ten minutes every
chance you get. But you should try to
work out at least three times a week."
Healthy foods, he says, such as fruits

TUESDAY & THURSDAY
Are

\C^}S$:
Discount

-Healthy continued on
pg.l5

I Now offering Delivery to CSUSB ^
After 6'(^;p.ni. • Dineln
Now Offering Delivery to CSUSB Serrano Village \

Limit one Pizza pet
Sieve Shellon/ Chronicle
Dwaine Harris lifts to gain muscle.

Sieve Shelton/ Chronicle
Megan Robinson does cardio.

I.B.

. Specialty Pizzas Excluded
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French Film Fridays

Campus Culture:

By Susie Medina

Multi-Cultural Editor
Professors Terri Nelson and
Aurora Wolfgang are spearheading
the French Film Festival every
Friday night in UH-106.
Each week there is a different
movie played for a crowd of20- 25.
Last week they played "The
Adventures of Felix" and the weeks
before "Brotherhood of the Wolf
and "Amelie."
Next week "With a Friend Like
Harry" will play at 7PM in UH. The
movie is about a man named Michel
who on a drive with his family to
their summer home, runs into an old
acquaintance who remembers him
well. The man Harry and his fiancee
join Michel's family for the summer.
Harry familiarizes Michel of his old
passions of writing and in doing so,
Michel finds another side of him

By Susie Medina

Multi-Cultural Editor
What is the name of your
club?
Voices
2. Who is the president?
Jason S. Brown
3. What is the purpose of this
organization?
To create an outlet for
college students to express
themselves freely though
slam writing, spoken word, 7.
poetry, speeches, and
different forms of talent.
4. Who are your target
members?
Anybody with an open
mind, that likes teamwork.
5. What time do you meet?
Every Thursday at 8:30pm, 9.
in the Student Union.
6. How would one contact you
if they'd like to join?
Jason S. Brown
at
1.

Murtesy ojjlan.csusb.edu
"Amelie" has won six film awards.
open lip.
The Foreign Languages
department has earned a grant from
the French Cultural Services that
pays for French films to be shown
at college campuses nationwide, in

hopes that these films will gain
appreciation here in the U.S.
The films are played on Friday
nights at $4 a person, $3 for
students. For more information,
visit flan.csusb.edu.

Attention cultural groups on campus, please let the Coyote Chronicle know
if you have any events coming up or if there's any news that is relevant to
the culture in which you represent Email us at sbchron@csusb.e<lu.

when you can gear up for signing up,
that's mLife

Susie Medina/ Chronicle
Jason S. Brown
jason2brown @ yahoo.com.
Any upcoming events?
October 17, Th ursday 8:30,
in the Student Union; Wo
will be hosting our first
' Poetry Lounge called
^'Voices", we're different
people will,, be^
different forms of poetry!
Benefits of joining this
club?
Being able to express
yourselves while helping
others do the same.

'oyote Chro

Chronicle
wants to
YOU
Give us your
feedback.:
Call us at
(909) 880-5289,
E-mail us at
sbchron@csusb.edu
or drop us a line
at UH-037
Buy a pnone and a qualified AT&T Wireless Calling Plan for $39.99 or more a month and get Unlimited Night & Weekend minutes for life* 400
Anytime Minutes, and your choice of free gear. From fresh styles to the latest tech gadgets, choose from Levi's jeans, DVDs. Loews movie
passes, CD players and more-just for signing up! Check out all the stuff at attwireless,com/gear.
•Unlimited Night and Weekend minutes available with a two-year contract for as long as you remain on the same plan.

;• visit a participating AT&T Wireless Store, authorized dealer or attwireless.com/gear

welcome torn life-.

ATBT

Wireless

Important Informatiort

©2002 AT&T Wir^ess. All Rights Reserved Requires purchase of a new phone and new activation on a qualified plan after August 1.2002. credit approval, a $36 ActivationFee, one or two-year agreement, and up to a $ 175 cartceJIation fw. Participants must be at least 18 years old. enrolled In a two- or four-year college, and have "a valid e-mail
address and internet access. Program available only to customers that activate service at attwireless.com or at participating AT&TWireless Stores or Authorized Dealers in
select cities. Offer available for a limited time. Participants must remain on service for at least 30 days after acti^tion in order to receive choice of gear. Complete Guidelines
and description of gear offered in program availaUe at attwlretess.com/gear. Participants are bound by the General Terms and Conditions, rate plan and promotional materials.

oj/ouChro.
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Bisexual: Not so superhero
By Jekardo Arispe

Staff Writer
Cal
State
San
Bernardino is in grave
danger. Though we need
not fear, Skott Freedman
is "coming out" to battle
"biphobia."
You
appropriately may be
wondering what biphobif*
is. no it is not a new
epidemic like the
west Nile virus,
B
u

Freedman would have you believe it
• is every bit as serious. Biphobia is like
any other phobia,homophobia,
arachnophobia,
this
phobia is a fear of
Bisexuals, someone
sexually attracted to
both
males and
females. So how is
this Singer songwriter
"Battling Biphobia?"
He is on a nationwide
tour of colleges and
Gay pride festivals
lecturing and singing
about prejudice from the
gay and straight
c o m m u n i t y
against bisexuals.
Weather or not he
c o n q u e r s '
biphobia is yet to
be seen, however
there is one
kryptoniie like
weakness to

Medina/Coyote Chronicle

this Bisexual
superhero, his
music. At his website, the music
is obscured by his politics and
galleries of photos. However,
after exercising much diligence,
I was able to find some samples
of his music, and lyrics.
His
style
is
easily
categorized as collage rock,
mostly mid tempo ballads with
melodramatic poems serving as
lyrics. The piano takes center
stage, which is a good thing. His
skill as a pianist is his only real
impressive musical quality.
Though his web site touts his
"three and a. half octave" vocal
range, it's actually about one and
a half octaves of sing-worthy tone and two additional octaves of
other varied noises. He sings
original songs, which is an
increasingly rare attribute
amongst the glut of pop divas and
divos currently miring our
airwaves. However, he lacks a
sense of his own voice, causing
him to sometimes place his
melodies too low or high for his
abilities. In what seems to be an
attempt to separate him from
other singers he employs a half
hick-up. half yodel, which is more
Scott Freedman has
everything he needs to become a
huge star. He is good looking, and
he has a gimmick. He is poised
tpjoin the ranks of Britney Sears,
nnaue

other Music industry products.
However if he is going to do this,
he will need a better group of
people behind him. Someone
needs to write songs that fit, and
by fit I mean hide, his voice; and

lyrics which are more mainstream.
After all billing yourself as a "23
year-old
bisexual,
singer,
songwriter and activist," may get
you atttention, however it takes
more to get them to pay dollars.

Courtesy of www.google.com
A closer look at Skott Freeman

A womans work is never done
By Pleasance Brown

Staff Writer
Yes, a woman's work is never
done, at least not from the artist's or
performer's perspective. These types
of works were put on display at
CSUSB, on Tuesday, Oct. 8 for the
entire world to see.
A number of artists donned the
stage and the floor to show you what
their art and music was made of. The

title of this exhibition is
"Women's Work." The
works, consisted of a
number of talents, such as
drawings,
painters,
musicians,
dancers,
crafters, fashion designers

-Ulomen Contin
ued on page 15
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Visual Arts Department makes a fall debut
By Lakesha Troupe

StaffWriter
The Visual Arts department
is booming with different
projects and art shows just for
you. If you are interested in the
visual arts they are having
upcoming events located on
campus. A twenty-one painting
from LA is a showcase made up
of 21 different paintings by 21
different artists. It has been

going on since September 19th and
will be coming to an end on
November 16th.
Graphics from Latin America
and the Caribbean is a showcase
presented by the visual arts
department that will be held on
November 16th. Along with these
showcases the visual arts
department also offers the
Egyptians Antiques. This display
is apart of a permanent collection

and can always be viewed for your
pleasure.
Like every department, there
are students who always seem to
shine more than others. Joe Moran,
the chair of the visual arts
department, mentioned that there
are several outstanding students
within this department. To name a
few, Mr. Moran said, "Juan Cruz
will be returning for his master
show, Cara Daniels who specializes

in wood sculptures, and Mike
Beckley who does outstanding
workinglass." These are just a few
of the many students who shine in
the creative field of visual arte here
at CSUSB.
Along with these miraculous
students, James Gobel, a painting
professor, is also showing his
talents in this area. Gobel is the
curator for 21 Paintings from LA.
Mr. Gobel will be opening his

own show coming up this
December. It is the New Faculty
presentation. News from the Art
Department Series,
Anyone who is interested in
the festivities offered here on
campus by our outstanding visual
arts students and faculty may come
out and take part. For more
information you may visit the
visual arts office or you may
contact them at (909) 880-5802

Rock show is aSplit Iccisioi
10
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New and
upcoming

Orange County band Split Decision rocks it with the Dead Kennedy's
By Heather Hubbard

Staff Writer
If you're looking for some
good old punk music then look no
further. Five friends from Orange
County came together six years ago
to form Split Decision. Although
the band is solely dedicated to
creating good music for their
growing fan base, it wasn't always
the music that came first. The
reason Split Decision was
formed? So they could get into
shows for free.
After playing a variety of
shows for the Orange
County area, the guys
decided to explore
venues elsewhere.
After all the more
free shows the
better. It was around
this time that the
band realized their
music could get them a
lot more than just free
shows. They put on
s u c c e s s f u l
performances, made
good music and were
attracting fans from all
over
Southern
California. Thus, Split
Decision's motivation
changed: it was ail
about the music.

The band (Scott Harding vocals, Donny Casidy - lead guitar,
Ebby -guitar, Jeremy Blay - bass
and Jim Jakel - drums) embarked
on mini-tours throughout the west
coast, sometimes renting their own
buses and taking fans with them.
They headlined at the Whiskey, the
Dragon Fly and countless other
popular
^
venues.

Last year they even opened for one
of their most influential bands, the
Dead Kennedys at the Galaxy
Theatre in Santa Ana. Even though
they were nervous about playing
with the legendary group, Harding
says it was his favorite show. "The
show was at the Galaxy and it was
sold out. Most of the people there
wanted to see Dead
Koinetfys
and no

one else so it was a tough crowd,"
remembers Harding. "But it didn't
affect our performance at all and it
turned out to be my favorite show
we have played."
In recent months. Split
Decision has been hard at work
with their up-coming album, "Arm
the Homeless." Most of the songs
on the album were created when the
guys were free-styling during
practice sessions (every week the
band practices a total of 15 hours).
Their songs address whatever
issues are currently on their mind,
whether it be politics or just topics
they find humorous. "There really
isn't one person in the band that
^writes more than the other.. .we get
|he basic flow of the song then we
10 into writing the lyrics. The
lyrics really depend on what's on
(our mind at the time," Harding
[explains.
Split Decision is a fast
rising band that produces fun,
music and entertaining shows.
When their self-released album
comes out in late November they
are going to "...shop it around and
see if we can be picked up by a
record label," Harding commented.
With the.succ^SpJit Decision has
^ffeady had and with the talent
th^possess, I doubt that should
be a problem.

Dave Matthews Band
-November 5

Courtesy of Scon Wulfcsieig
Split Decision has thier work cut out for them

India. Arie in review

Photo illistralion by Shareena C Clark

By Chazzeney Russel
Staff Writer

Head boppin'. Rump shakin'.
Finger snappin'. And foot tappin'.
What more could you want in
music? Maybe the vibrant vocals of
India Arie singing soprano to alto
to tenor, and not in that order. In
March 2001, India Arie, a Denver
native, released the, album
ACOUSTIC SOUL The CD was
BOMB y'all. The style is unique;
her tracks have a mixture of modem
pop, blues, and hip-hop. It was
amazing, what this woman did with
her voice. In, "/AM READY FOR
LOVE," she had me mesmprized by
her passionate lyrics that express
how much she yearned for love.
India Arie is beautiful, natural,
talented, and spiritual. Though
''BROWN SKIN," catches us off
guard with the, "Something

magnetic pulls me....
I wanna lay you down." She still
sings the biblical truth that many
of us sqpk for in, '7 SEE GOD IN
YOU." This twenty-six year old
doesn't bite her tongue when it
comes to singing what she feels.
India is definitely not, "the average
girl on the video." And her rejection
toward materialism is ultimately
genuine. She doesn't conform to the
stereotypical beauty everyone was
trying to make her. Though she
didn't win any Grammy awards she
had multiple Grammy nominations
that lead her to write and sing more
passionately. She released her new
album Voyage to India in
September 24. This album made me
laugh, cry, relax and reminisce
about, "The Little Things." India
Arie sings her appreciation for love,
family, God, and nature. Her lyrics
are explicit and give wisdom and
encouragement. Musically, she is a
prodigy, saysLavanceColley. India
Arie takes her voyage to India with
the up beat tunes and the guitar that
keeps you intrigued. When she
sings you'll feel her words swarm
into your heart. As if you feel the
same pain, passion, and love as she
sings. Self-discovery is what this
CD is. The power to write and sing
exactly what you feel is extremely
hard for me at least. So when this

-India. Hrie
Continued on page 15...
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Photos front movies.com
Dr. Lecter, Agent Grahm discuss the the ability to control fear
reprises his role as Hannibal Lecter.
Marcos: What to say, what to
say? Was it "Book of Shadows:
Snootchie Bootchies! We're Blair Witch 2" bad? No, but it was
back for another installmenrof the not "Silence of the Lambs" good.
Movie Ticket. This year, we're If it wasn't for the well-written
moving on to a new, easier grad script, it would've fallen into the
Blair Witch 2 category.
ing scale. It is as follows:
Ivan: Brett Ratner did a good
Watch this film now = Bruce Lee
job...of surrounding himself with
Catch the matinee = Jet Li
talented actors and screenwriters to
Rent this film = Jackie Chan
Bury this film = Some white guy make himself look good. Little did.,
he know, I was onto his game. Yes,
to a Jc^te outfit
I saw through the crappy camera
to "The Silence of the angles and directing-style. If it
Lambs"
and
retnaVLc
of wasn't for the actors and the screen
Iter," Anthony Hopkins writer, this could've easily been a
By Marcos Landin
and Ivan Fernandez

w

Opening this friciay
Abandon PG-13
Starring Katie Holmes
and Ciiarlie Hunnain
Auto Focus PG-13
Starring Greg Kinnear And
Willem Dafoe

Formula 51 R
Starring Samuel L. Jack
son and Robert Carlyle

The Grey Zone R
By Tim Blake

Naqoyqatsi R
By Godfry Reggie

The Ring PG-13
Starring Naomi Watts
Photos Courtesy of movies.com

movie of the week on CBS.
Marcos: Yes, I do believe they
tried to pull an "Aaliyah" on us by
surrounding himself with a talented
crew. Also, 1 didn't buy his foreign
movie making by adding a
"schlong" in this film. Was he try
ing to make me think I was watch
ing a French film?
Ivan: When did Hannibal
Lecter become a predictable joke?
His presence was nothing like his
first. I also suggest Brett Ratner
spend two years each at USC,
UCLA, Cal State Northridge and, if
he has the time, the LA Institute of
Film.
This film = Jackie Chan/Jet Li
MOVIE NEWS & MISC.
First off, we apologize for the
M. Night Shyamalan story. Titms out
it was fake. Our sources tell us that
some idiot who had too much free
time while his internet porn was
downloading came up with the story.
So, WE'RE SORRY CHRONICLE!
WE DID NOT MEAN TO LIE TO
YOU, WE DID NOT MEAN TO
MAKE YOU CRY, BUT TONIGHT
WE'RE CLEANING OUT OUR EMAILSII!
Ivan: Next, it turns that there's
"Diimb-A DtunbCT"
making.
Marcos: So change your bed
pans and get ready to laugh. Let's
see if Jim Carrey and the Farrelly
Rmthffra (if th^v arp Hiri»/'tinoi can

be funny again.
Ivan: The official title is
"Dumb & Dumber 2: When Harry
Met Lloyd." It'll be a prequel set
in 1986, when both Harry and
Lloyd are seventeen and in high
school.
Marcos: Wow, a prequel. What a
neat concept. Something that hasn't
been done before (please read sar
castically).
Ivan: As always, you rile me
with laughter. Moving on, work on
Indiana Jones 4 is gearing up.
Looks like Harrison Ford, George
Lucas AND Steven Spielberg will
be working together again. Sounds
like their accumulated paychecks
would be enough to fund the movie
itself.
Marcos: Great. Let's wait for
Harrison to be super-old, Spielberg

to start losing his imaginative di
recting style and Lucas to grow a
fourth chin to finally start filming
this damn picture. I am kinda ex
cited though.
Ivan: I wonder if Jar-Jar Binks will
make a cameo.
Marcos: Me-sa don't know Ivan.
Don't forget to e-mail us at
coyotemovieticket@hotmail.com.
Include name and phone number.
TRIVIA (you thought we forgot
didn't you): This week's winners
will receive a Darth Maul tooth
brush. Don't worry, I didn't use it
on my dog or scrotum.
Marcos: Then what are those hairs
Ivan?

Ivan: ...
1) "It's Happening."
2) "Yeah baby, yeah."
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Curious Coyote:

WHAT'S IN MY
Association." Funny, his
statement sounds like my
sentiments towards the recent
War on Terrorism and the
impending war on Iraq. But I
digress.
The federal government
sent a warning from the FDA
to the office of Oregon's Gov.
John Kitzfiaber. The letter
cautions, saying the measure
"would impermissibly interfere
with manufactures'^'bi^lf^^^^F'^®^.
market their products on a
nationwide basis." Why is it
that an economical issue can be
brought up in the form of a
cautionary letter to a head of
state, but not from the mouth
of our President? Is the public's
health less important than the
welfare
of
the
food

Jesse Henderson
Op/Ed Editor
1 started thinking about JellO the other day. I remember
somebody telling me that JellO was made from pig bones and
horse hoofs. I guess it would be
counter productive for Jell-0 to
advertise with a horse and pig
on the box emphasizing, "Now
Jell-Q comes packed with more
bones and hoofs!" So I started
getting curious, and found that
consumers are being barred
from knowing what we are
putting in our bodies.
Genetically engineered
foods, or GE foods, have
attracted worldwide attention.
GE foods have had genes from
an animal or plant inserted into
them, producing proteins ih^;
they could not normally
produce. Some advancement in
GE is crops that prodjic^^eir
own pesticides or that are
immune to pesticides.
Australia, Brazil, the Czech Republic, Japan, New ZealandU-:
Norway,
South
Korea,
Switzerland, Taiwan, Thailand,
and 15 countries in the
European Union have ail either
implemented or are in the
process of requiring proper food
labeling so that the consumer
knows whether or not they are
buying a food with a GE
ingredient. And no, I didn't
forget to mention the U.S.
In June the Washington Post
ran an article on GE foods titled
"What's for Dinner?" In it, Alan
Simpson, a British member of
Parliament, gave his view of
what Europeans think about the

Outr^eous? I don't think so,
IrWa'^ighited a serious
it's almost as if we've looked
in awe at what's happening in
the U.S., cither as an act of
madness or with a- huge
admiration that the society is
willing to offer its entire
population as a human
laboratory." I know Mr.
Simpson; we have television
sets in place of hamster wheels.
The state of Oregon is
leading the fight to ensure
informative decision-making in
the supermarket aisles, but not
without heavy opposition. USA
Today reported last week that
an initiative before Oregon

food manufactures." Measure
27,^^^ measure on the ballot,
would
require,
food
manufactures to label food and
drinks to indicate the
ingredients that have been
genetically
engineered.

debate in
It's costly, it sets up an
absurd complex set of
regulations, and it raises a
safety issue that simply doesn't
exist," states Ken Yates of the
Northwest Food P'rocessors

Photo courtesy of genetech.csiro.^
Happy Australian looking at her
label.

The path you choose today
can lead to tomorrow's success.
S ta f a

C o m p a a s a t i o e

l o t a r t a c t F u i i i l

If you're ready to apply your knowledge and skills in the post-graduation

• Marketing

job market, then toss your hat in with State Fund.
State Fund, the leading workers'compensation insurance carrier in
California, is interested in graduates seeking opportunity and stability.
We offer a wide range of positions throughout Califon'iia, plus an
environment that will foster your continued growth.
At State Fund you'll find exceptional btmefits. professional training to
expand your horizons, and many advancement possibilities. Learn how
you can join us by visiting www.scif.com or by contacting Human
Resources at 415-565 1722-Then launch your career with State Fund
and rise to new heights

Photo courtesy of Greenpeace
Don't Ask.
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Career opportunitlet
m«y be evailablein:

•

• CcKninunications
• UrKlcfwiiting
• Oairm
• LmsComrol
•Business Services
• Customer Service
• legal
• InloifTWtkin Technnloyy
• Finance and Accounting
- Human Resources
• Administration

STATE
FIJND
CriMor

i
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pesticide. It's genetically
engineered,
this one isn't'
To make that choice seems
basic to me. What amazes me
is that this stuff's been on the
market for 10 years without our
knowledge," sa^ Harris.
What do families on fixed
incomes do with labels? Not
everyone can affwd the higher
priced orginically^own foods.
I guess this is just another
instance where the poor get
screwed because they Just can't
move up that ladder. But I

di^ess. Again.
PSRAST, pr the Physicians
and Scientists for Responsible
Application of Science and
Technology, publishes a site
designed to help people
understand safety problems
associated with GE foods. There
I found an article about a worldrenowned scientist who lost his
job for speaking out concerns he
had with GE foods. Dr. Arpad
Puszatai is known for his
expertise in food safety, he
worked at UK's leading food

Photo courtesy qfsierraclub.org
Protesters who like Trader Joe's
but hate GE foods.
manufactures economic strategies?
It is obvious that US farmers
and food manufactures are taking
this seriously astlSA tc^ay points
out that Oregon, "with a population
of only 3.4 million people, has
attracted $4.6 million in opposition
funding, vs. the $10,000 collected
by those who proposed [the
measure!." Maybe one of the
reasons for all the fuss is that 80%
of the food found in American
supermarkets contains at Idast one
genetically engineered ingredient.
Donna Harris brought attention
to the issue in Orcgon by launching
the campaign that put Measure 27
on me oallot, but she says it is not
because she feels GE foods are
dangCTous, s^eisay| itis an issueof
^>ice. "J wanh tp walk into
Safeway and be able to look, and
'Ttv\s potato makes its own

,
:•
Photocourtesyofyvww.vnc.qld.edu.au
Australiftn kids growing their own GE foods.

Illustration courtesy of cropsoil.uga.edu
You know you love DroDaeanda.
!' " I

substantial donation to the
Rowett Research Services
which fund#^the Rowett
Institute.
^
.
For being such a huge issue
I don't think it has gotten the
attention it deserves. I thought
health has becornc more and
more of a prominent issue
within American society. New
fitness centers go up everyday
with plenty of workout nuts to
fill them, you would think that
the Americanpublic being used
i as guinea pigs for new scientific
developments in agriculture
would sound an alarm in
people's
I'm fully aware r
^of the fact that it benefits the
farmers and manufactures, but
i can't see how^t is benefiting
people of the US who don't
iknow what they are ingesting^a.
^
r ; •

safety research lab, the Row^
institute. Dr. Pi^atai ran in to
trouble tack m the sunimer of
1998 When he went on to
British TV and said "that he
would not eat genetically
engineered food because of the
insufficient testing procedures
they have undergone." His
appearanc&raoved die research
center where he worked to
suspend and gag him from
talking about what he had done
at the research center to the
media. Theif theRowett institue
did everything they could to
undermine his statements by
pointing out his old age, 68, and
that the quality o|^U work was^'^
^Ci^nt'WeH woufi it surprise
^ou that Mon^to, pne of
leading producers ^rif GE
engineered seeds, also made a.

•
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For more Information
on becoming a teacher, contact
CalTeach - your one-stop
Information, recruitment and
referral service for Individuals
considering or pursuing a
teaching career.
CalTeach can help you explore
this exciting career, provide
Information about current
incentives and benefits, assist
you In understanding the
credentialing process and, once
you become credentialed, direct
you to the teacher recruitment
centers for job placements.

Make the difference
of a lifetime. Teach.
Call 1-888-CALTEACH
(225-8322) or visit
www.calteach.com

Make the difference

r

Teach
CSUOffictolliwChiKtHor
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October14" 21
Monday, Oct. 14

Black Wednesdays
Student Union Patio

Thursday, Oct. 17

sponsored by;
African Student Alliance

ASI Activities Board Meeting
Student Union Board room
2p.m. - 4p.m.

1p.m. - 2p.m.

Bible Study
Student Union University room
5p.m. - 6p.m.
sponsored by;
Studies in the Bible

X5932

Tuesday, Oct. 15

Sunday, Oct. 20

Lubos Na philipino
General Mtgs.
Student Union Board room
6p.m. - 9p.m.

ASI Board od Directors Meeting
. Student Union Board room
12p.m. - 2p.m.

Metro City Church Services
Student Union
Events Center B&C
8a.m. - 9p.m.

X5932

ASI Movie Night
"Signs" PG 13

Monday, Oct. 21

Student Union
Events Center B & C

"Studies in the Bible"
Student Union Board room
5p.m. - 6p.m.
sponsored by:
Studies in the Bible

7:30p.m.

^he 7 Habits of
Highly Effective Christians"
Student Union University room
12:05p.m. - 12;45p.m.
^onsored by:
dross Training
a Ministry of ARDM

X5932

Wednesday, Oct. 16
Noon-Time Bands
Latin lazz Band
Student Union Courtyard
12p.m. - 2p.m.
sponsored by:
Student Union Program Board

The Chronicle wishes to
send more of its prayers
and well wishes to Mel
issa Romo and her fam
ily
9

6-inch Sub
•uy one 9" Sub S a Larga DrMi sid Cat a
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Enrich Spanish and Earn
Teaching Credential in Mexico

lit Union Corner
Chra
wants to hear
from YOU
Give us your
feedback.:
Call us at
(909) 880-5289,
E-mail us at
sbchron@csusb.ediJ
or drop us a line
at UH-037
Take • friend to lunch for free.

Earn a Multiple Subject Teaching Cirdential
in 12 months in Mexico & San Diego, CA

Student Teach in Mexican Schools!
Earn a CLAD/BCLAD!
Up to 1/3 of Costs Covered by Program!
Additional Financial Aid Available!
Program Dates:
June 2003 - July 2004
Application Deadline:
March 15, 2003
Contact:
Dr. Nena Torrez
nt0rrez@csu5b.edu •
(909) 880-7321 or 886-5517
\\ w AN.gatcw .u.cal state.cdu/LSiiienfi/hcl.ul

To place an event in the Calendar,
please bring information to
Student Union Graphics,
room SU112, call x3942,
ore-mail to:
sugraphlcsl@csusb.edu

"The 7 Habits of
Highly Effective Christians"
Student Union University room
12;05p.m. - 12:45p.m.
sponsored by:
dross Training
a Ministry of ARDM

GET WELL SOON

^UBUinv"

Prepared Courtesy of
Student Union Graphic Arts

I FREE «

Study

Skills

•Reading
•Writing
•Listening
•Test tips
•Anxieties

October 16
12 p.m. - 1 p.m.
in the
ARC
c-»as«
7.
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Hispanic Inventor needs Hispanic mkting student for research
into Hispanic product category. Call Gene Hernandez 760-7991991
Fraternities-Sororities-Clubs-Student Groups
Earn $i ,000-$2,000 this semester with a proven
CampusFundraiser 3 hour fundraising event. Our programs
make fundraising easy with no risks. Fundraising dates are
filling quickly, so get with the program! It works. Contact
CampusFundraiser at 888-923-3238, or visit
www.campusfinder.com

{Sandwich
bbd liii tiftil III I fnr (iMiicb tbi )ti
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I 4594 UNIVERSITY PKWY. A
I SAN BERNARDINO. CA

I
!
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(lei RALPH'S CENTER)
887-7812
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B

Get Green $600+/week on campus job marketing electric
vehicles seeks enthusiastic campus reps. Top pay, flexible hours,
and free demo product Call Dan 949-544-4682

Get Green! On campus job marketing electric vehicles, top pay,
flexible hours. Enthusiastic/creative people Call Dan 949-4553154.

October U,mi
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~Couia Have
Continued from
pagel
extra officers can be either
paid overtime for coming or be
called from the city of San
Bernardino, also according to De
Mauro.
This leads to the question of
whether or not the tragedy could
have been prevented.
'it's hard to say. It is easy to
sit back and see what could have
been," stated De Mauro.
These questions and many
more have been handed to an
administrative task force to weed
through.
"The committee will be
discussing firming policies with
staffing and event scheduling,"
explained Li. Bodily. De Mauro
added that the task force will also
be reviewing current policies and
should deliver their findings by the
end of the current quarter.

'-Spotlight
Continued from
page 4

attention he gets for being a boy
genius, it's really not about him,
Joriz said. "It's not just my
smarts," he said. "It's including
my parents' support and God.
Especially God. You can't ever
forget Him."I think that anything
that God gives us is a gift and
everybody has a purpose to use
those gifts, he said. "God
designed us all differently in
certain ways so we can all be a
help to the world."

"Married
Continued from
pages

students have more.
When
one
makes
a
commitment to school and
marriage, they must carefully
balance them in order to
prevent either of them from
disrupting one another. All
three of the students that I
interviewed seemed to have
found the secret to making
the two possible.

"Omega
Continued from
pages

in Grand Terrace. Hetested
out of high school all together
when he was technically enrolled
7th grade.Though college
students are usually surprised
about his age. most don't mind
asking him for help if they
needed it, he said, but that wasn't
^ w^s thecj^ in middle school.
Sometimes then it was weird

outside where it first seemed
the real party would be.
University of California
Riverside students Vanessa Lopez
and Michelle Perry decided to
attend the Omega Psi festivities
after getting tliers about it from
their campus.
They wei€'paTrbT SfTglrl
crowd who came, saw and left.

tutoring students older than he
was, he sard. 'But Jortz. teaWy

"I think we just came a little
bit loo early," said Perry, who

pross like
super-duper" whiz kid, his
mother said. He doesn't "show
off."
People have a notion that for
Ivhat he's accomplishing right
now that he's the geeky type or
the nerdy type but I don't think
so," TessDe Guzman said. "He's
a kid - just a normal kid."And
like other "normal kids," Joriz
has a list of chores to do. He does
dishes, vacuums and takes care
of the family's three birds and
two dogs."Part of my chores are
to pick up the dog doo and
vacuum the bird feathers when
they fall on the floor,"said Joriz,
who is an only child. "Chores are
part of my life too."
Joriz enjoys cartoons and he
is especially into Yu Gi Ho on
kids WB right now. As for
movies, he likes all Jet Li films,
they are his favorite. Game
shows like trivial ones are
Jeopardy. And video games
including Harry Potter, Tomb
Raider and Mortal Combat. In
addition, in Kung Fu he'll be
getting a Black Belt early next
year.
Graduate
school
is
definitely in the future. After all,
Joriz states,"when I graduate
with my two BS degrees I still
won't be able to work or drive,"
he also says, he'll probably be
done with those when he's 14 or
15. "I'll probably keep going to
grad school, after that maybe I'll
get two Ph.D's, or maybe one.
"So far my endurance for school
has been pretty high," he said.
Ultimately, even with all the

arrived with Lopez and other UCR
students around 10 p.m. "We're
going somewhere else even though
it means we're losing the ten dollarswe already paid. I'll probably come
to another one of these parties in
the future, but I'll come later next
time."
Several attendees balked at
paying the $10 cover charge that
was eventually lowered to $5 as the
night wore on.
But it's important to charge a
fee because Omega Psi Phi uses the
events as fundraisers, graduate
member Gerard Fischer said.
Proceeds are given to the United
Negro College Fund and
scholarships for students.
A huge crowd of people
arrived around 11:30 p.m. and as
Pink would say, got the party
started. Good things do come to
those who wait.
Junior Wura Ogunsanya said
the party provided a much-needed
fun start for the school year.
"It's something to do," said the
management and information
systems major. "It's the first party
of the year and this is what we need
to kick off the quarter."
"We just came because we like
the Omegas and their parties are
always fun," junior Miriam Avila
said. She attended with Cal State
senior Davina Corente.
"We've been to a lot of their
activities," said Corente. "We try to
go to as many as we can. They
always play good music."

Visit The Chronicle online
chronicle.csusb.edu

"FowWow
continued from
page 6

Mountains.
Many people who attended
the POW-WOW believe the most
important reason for its existence
now is for the celebration and
recognition of their culture.
Murillo a mother of three and
grandmother of eight said, "I
always tell my grandchildren not
to forget where they came from,
and you can do anything you
want to do if you just put your
mind to it."
The Indians took this event
as an opportunity to relax and
celebrate the many riches that are
their culture. The tremendous
success of the POW-WOW
reinforces Murillo's advise to her
grandchildren about achieving
anything if you just put your mind
to it.

"Healthy
continued from
page 7

Jackson as she describes what
"phenomena! women" are.
Phenomenal women are women
who come together to express
themselves. These women simply
used the platform of art to express
themselves.
Artists Teresa Raef and
Laura MacManus, played their
guitars and graced those present
with their talents through song.
Indra Palel played the piano and
let people know how important
this event
was through
vocalization. Marie Bahner and
Brandy Elderedge expressed
themselves through the art of
dance.
The artists at the event would
like to give a special thanks to
D.J., Sandra Alcantar, for her time
and hard work in making this a
memorable event.
The artists would like to
thank the Student Union for the
prime location in the Events
Centers, the Women's Resource
Center for sponsoring this event
and ail of the students of CSUSB
for supporting their cause.

"Da Noise
continued from
page 19
"sleepers."
The vantage point I offer is that
D-2 athletes, even though they
compete at small schools and a
lower level, should not be viewed
as "sleepers" but talent that can
compete in the hostile environment
of D-1 schools.
Let's, remember I'm talking
about the athletes that play the
sports and not the sports
themselves. Although some D-2
sports may be able to strive at the
D-1 level. Let's take CSUSB
women's volleyball team and men's
basketball team, they could
probably compete at the D-1 level
and would perhaps be squads to be
reckoned with.
Since CSUSB sports are know
the focus of my attention, I would
like to point out that the women's
volleyball team is still undefeated
and looks like they might have a
chance to host the Pacific Regional.
Coach Kim Chefniss has done
a remarkable job over the past six
years by turning women's
volleyball
into
CCAA
championship contenders every
year. Last year, her team won
conference title and unfortunately
lost in the regional.
However, this year's mature
and very talented team believes
they can capture a regional title and
battle for a national championship,
which I personally feel is extremely
likely to happen, because the squad
is very experienced.
Volleyball is in the limelight at
the national level, but what about
the other CSUSB sports that

vegetables are essential for
maintaining a healthy body.
Student Illya Robertson
agrees. "I don't eat fried foods or
pizza too often, and I drink lots of
10
water." This diet, along with go
So when this best R&B female
ing to the gym four days a week
artist
sings says BET, sings she'll
for an hour and a half at a time,
emotionally
break you down. Her
helps Robertson to keep his phy
harmony
and
combination
sique.
The temporary gym is open for instruments spq^e the mind. She
II
••'-Vii Bff-fP* -----Rfirs convenience an day Mon- '^"'inspirational and in a way loves
.day through Friday and Saturday to be seen, India Arie engages in
numerous* inten'iews, magazine
and Sunday.
cover stories, concerts and
television performances. Motown
has done us all a big. favor on
presehtiftg^'Sg'WflfffrK^beautifuI
flower I call...India Arie.
^ Yes, a woman's and the list
goes on.
Here is a list of a few artists
and performers who made this
event so special: Laura Flores, is
a student at CSUSB, and is quite
a talented artist who believes that
people who view her artworks
<ai^oie
should try and come up with
University Hail, UH037
Office: 880-5289
their own interpretations of what
5500 University Parkway
Advertising: 880-5297
they see.
San Bernardino, CA 92407
Fax: 880-7009
Sarina Kemp hppes that after
E-mail: sbchron@maiI.csusb.edu
Check out the Chronicle online:
seeing her contributions to the art
http://chronicle.csusb.edu
world entitled "ME" that people
Staff Witers:}osh\ia Burnett, Audrey Burrows, Brian Short, Youree
have a better understanding about
Martin, Keishawnda Green, Desiree Hunter, Christy Ixehrie, Heather
her "Expressions of life's
Hubbard, Lily Choi, Jamaal Washington, Morgan Melendez,Jose
Lizarraga, Pleasance Brown, Corinne Jamieson, Lakeisha Troupe.Belinda
essence" and leave with a sense
Adame, Janna Preston, Marcos Landin
of calm, hope and purpose of how
we are at one with ourselves.
Executive Editor
Jake Zylman
Managing Editor
Mathew Thylor
Debra Wasserman, says that
News Editor
Karla Buchanan
she is, "still exploring the
Asst. News Editor
Bethany Anderson
possibilities," through her art.
The Scene Editor
Teresita Sosa
Multi-Cultural Editor
Judy Cruz, the Master of
Susie Medina
Asst. MC Editor
Yazmin Alvarez
Ceremonies (MC), is a
A & E Editor
Shareena C. Clark
photographer and a fellow artist
Sports Editor
Kermlt Boyd
for this groundbreaking event
Op/Ed Editor
Jesse Henderson
Copy Editor
which is sure to become a
Catherine Howl
Design/Layout Editor
Mathew Taylor
tradition here at CSUSB.
Online Editor
Ivan Fernandez
Shareena Clark is also a
Advertising Manager
Steve Shelton
student at CSUSB, and was given
Faculty Advisor
Robin Larsen
Graduate Assistant
an opportunity to show off her
John Emig
Business Manager
Open
multi-colored talents, which is tiedye art.
The Coyote Chronicle is published on every Friday, for distribution on
Angelic Navarro, contributed
Monday, during the academic session by the Department of Communication
her "ladder of colors," Olga
Studies, California Slate University San Bernardino.
Suarez, exposed people to the
The opinions expressed iii the Chronicle are those of the student writers
and editors, and do not reflect the views of the university, its administration,
Images of Poverty." Becki
faculty or any other person or institution unless expressly noted.
Mecelli and Sharon West,
The appearance of any advertisment in the Chronicle does not constitute
presented the "Black Girl
an endorsement by the newspaper of the goods and services advertised. The
Chronicle reserves the right to reject any advertisment it deems inappropriate.
Gallery."
The day started with the
inspirational speaker, Rita

^IndiaArie
Continued from page

'-Women
continued from
page 9

"Da Noise Contin
ued on page 16
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'-Da Noise
Continueci from
page 15
participate during the fall. Men's
soccer was ranked as high as
sixteen but has slowly deteriorated
into a team struggling to clinch a
playoff berth. Women's soccer
started of slow, but has picked a
wind of momentum that might
allow them to reach the playoffs.
Last but not least,
women's cross country features
runners who are extremely
dedicated and loaded with
potential. Especially, freshman
phenom, Tanya Zeferjahn, who
competes at an extraordinary level
on a meetly basis.
If CSUSB can contine to
compete at intense levels, and stay
in the national spot light or even
caress the edges of the national spot
light. Coyote sports will then reach

Would like to thank the
Friends of
the San
bemardino Public Library for
contributing its netwrok ma
terials to our publication
In Need of Legal Advice?
The College Legal Clinic offers
FREE consultation and lawyer referrals to students.
Staff and faculty pay a $15 fee.

Employment & Social Security,
Criminal, Bankruptcy

October 15

OA Stump:
4 new column within the
Opinions and Editorials
sections is looking for
leople with an opinion to
iUbmit their opinions
•mail sbchron@csusb.edu

Family, Criminal,
Juvenile Law

October 23

Appointments from 5:30 to 8 p.m.
Gall (909) 880-5936 for appointment.
Visit ASI Suite SU-144Aor email ashclc@csusb.edu

Anti-Hate Vigil
Remembering Matthe
Shepard
By Youree Martin

Staff Writer
The Cross-Cultural Center in
association with the Gay, Lesbian
Bisexual and Transgender club,
Courtesy of matthewshepard.org
held a vigil Thursday night from 6Matthew Shepard
8pm at the lowerl Commons.
The purpose of this vigil was arm of students who try to lead the
to memorialize those who have been way."
Professor
Brian
Levin
murdered for their different,
expressed
his
support
to
the
GLBT
sexually oriented lifestyles. This
as
a
sympathizer
to
their
cause.
He
annual event was started by Chani
has
extensive
knowledge
and
Beemon, a student who has been an
active participant with the Cross untiring dedication to the causes
against hate crimes and extremists.
Cultural Center.
Matthew Shepard, brutally To learn more about his efforts, you
hanged in 1998, while enrolled as a caYi find this information on his
website at www.fighthate.org.
student at the University of
Angelic Navarro, a student on
Wyoming, was remembered for his
courage to withstand the tribulations campus, thought the vigil was
"informative and necessary for
of an alternative lifestyle.
There were several prolific increasing awareness and for the
celebration of differences."
speakers for the sparse audience in
Though there were no
attendance. Some speakers spoke
as victims who have experienced the candles at this vigil, the light of
apathy of hate-mongers and some Love and Hope for a better place
were sympathizers, having to co-exist glowed through.
experienced discrimination in other
ways.
John
Futch,
Coordinator of the
Cross Cultural Center
expressed the purpose
of memorializing the
atrocities of people of
' diverse lifestyles.
He said, "We
should lead the way to
a better world and
should learn to live
Youree Martin/ Chronicle
together. The Cross
Students who attended the vigil.
Cultural Center is the
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Freshman Runner Strides for Nationals
cording to Coach Tom
Burleson. She has been
CSUSB's top runner in four
Sweat, practice and determi straight meets so far.
nation have paid off for Tanya "I want to do good, so I work
Zeferjahn. In no time at all, she has hard, and it pays off," Zeferjahn
become CSUSB's number one said.
At the Cal Poly Pomona
runner for the women's cross
Bronco Invitational on October
country team.
"She's a tremendous young 5, Zeferjahn's hard work did
lady. Somebody every coach likes pay off. She came in second,
to coach," said Coach Burleson. only 18 seconds behind the first
"She wants to be the best she can place runner. It was the best
race of the season for her and
possibly be."
Zeferjahn started running in the Coyotes. The 6,000 meter
seventh grade and has been run race was Zeferjahn's first at the
ning ever since. Before she came college level. ,
To prepare for a race,
to Cal State, Zeferjahn ran for her
high school, HesperiaHigh. There Zeferjahn has her own routine.
she was the number one runner and She goes to bed early, eats her
in the top three for the high desert special breakfast in the morn
ing and then pictures the race.
area.
"I know how I am suppose
As a freshman, the 18-yearold runner has helped the Coyotes to feel at every point," she said.
to stay \n the top five of the CC AA For Zeferjahn, running is not
conference. Zeferjahn has helped only physical but mental too.
Running isn't the only
bring the level of competition up
on the whole Coyote's team, ac thing that Zeferjahn likes to do

Corinne Jamieson
Staff Writer

though. She is majoring in
Business Administration at
CSUSB
and
likes
snowboarding. She hopes to
one-day combine the two inter
ests and open up her own
snowboard shop.
But for now Zeferjahn is
focusing on her running. With
the end of the season coming
up, Zeferjahn is hoping to see
the women's cross-country
team go all the way to nation
als.
As for Zeferjahn making it
to nationals. Coach Burleson
said, "she is running very well
right now. She is dedicated and
focused on what she wants to
achieve. I think she could be
come the first freshman to re
ceive the All American
Award."
As far as Zeferjahn's fu
ture with the women's cross
country team, she says she
Phoio By Robert Whitehead
plans
to stay on the team as long
Zeferjahn paces the competition
as she is at Cal State.
stride for stride.

Player Bio
Team Goals:
See the team compete iii;
nationals
Top runner for Yotes in • i
five straight meets

Major:
Busniess Administration ^

Grade:
Freshman

Futrue Goals:
Open her own snowboard)
shop with her degree

Interset:
/ - Snowboarding

Coach's Comments:
"She's a tremendous'f
young lady. Somebody ^
every coach would liketol
have on their team."

Humphries Heading Yote
Aflack in Right Direction
Brian C. Short

StaffYMter

- : .

One of the young talented
players that emerged on the scene
for the 11-8-1 Lady Yotes last year
was junior midfielder/forward
Kayla Humphries.
Humphries was second on the
team in scoring last season with a
total of twenty points and four
match-winning goals.
The San Gorgonio High
graduate is now in her third year
as a starter, and one..of three cap
tains for the Lady Yotes. Despite
five starters returning and high ex
pectations for lady Yotes playoffs
this season, they've struggled to
score goals and capitalize on scor
ing opportunities with a 4-7-1
record overall, 3-5- i in the confer
ence.
However, Humphries has
been one of the bright spots on the
Lady Yotes this year, scoring five
goals on a team loaded with a tal
ented bunch of goal scorers.
When asked about the team's
struggles this year, Kayla said,
"I think this season has been
a learning experience dealing with
the expectations and reaching our
goals."
Kayla Humphries is an En
glish Literature major at CSUSB
and hopes one day to become a
high school English teacher.
She's also a superstar off the
field with a grade point average of
3.1. When she's not on the soccer
field or in the classroom, Kayla
likes to sleep, shop, and donate her
time at church.
For now though, Humphries

Photo by Robert Whitehead

Player Bio
Team Goals:
Become one of the CCAA
conference best teams :

Key Notes:
Leading scorer with 12
; points and Co-captian

Grade:
Junior

Major:
English

Futrue Goals:
Hopes to become an En
glish Teacher

Interset:
Enjoys shopping and par
ticipating in activities at
church
Coaches Comments:
"She is by far one of the
best players in the CCAA^i
conference."

just wants to help her team gel to
gether in the hopes of becoming a
good team this year. "I think for
this particular squad we want to
grow together and build consis
tency, so can be a true force to deal
with in the CCAA."
As with any sport, soccer can
especially be frustrating if you're
out shooting your opponents, but
you're not getting the results in the
net or win column. Humphries has
been able to channel her emotions,
something she can accredit to her
coach. "Coach Johnson has taught
me how to stay composed and how
to control my emotions during the
game."
All the great players who
compete in sports have their ways
of getting themselves mentally
prepared or "pumped up" for the
game and Kayla is no exception.
When asked how she mentally
prepares for her opponents, she
said, "I think about the opponents
strengths and weakness and how
to exploit their weaknesses and
getting scoring chances."
Humphries says that she wants
to be the best player that she can
and try to help her team win
games. The CCAA recongized
Humphries as player of the week
in late September, and if she con
tinues to play at a high level, and
help team win games, she will
probably have more player of the
weeks to come.
But more importantly her
team goals are for everyone on the
Lady Yotes soccer team to bring
their A game against every oppo
nent because she believes that they
should be one of the best teams in
the CCAA.

Men's Golf looking to stay grounded and playwell at the NCAA National Preview Tournament on Oct. 14-15.

Golf Places Sixth at Grand GanyOii
Jamaal Washington

Staff Writer
Cal State San Bernardino's
golf team spent October 7th and 8th
battling it out on the green at their
first invitational golf match. They
were competing in the Grand Can
yon University Oak Craft Classic
at Estrella Mountain Ranch in
Goodyear, Arizona. The Coyotes
finished sixth overall in the tour
nament," with the top individual
player of the team (David Backus)
tied for twenty-second place. The

tournament featured eighteen teams
and ninety golfers (including some
of last year's top finishers in thcNC AA Division II championships).
Overall, the Coyotes finished;
two strokes behind the hosting
Grand Canyon University, four
strokes behind Chico State, ten
strokes behind UC Davis and Cal
State Stanislaus, and twelve shots
behind the CCAA champions Cal
State Bakersfield. The individual
winner of the tournament was J.J.
Jakovac of Chico State who fin
ished the tournament at ten under

par with a score of 206.
Cal State Stanislaus was
crowned the NCAA Division II
runner up, UC Davis was crowned
the West Region champion, while
Cal State Bakersfield took the
CCAA champion's spot and sixth
in the nationals.
Five Coyote golfers finished in
the top thirty at the tournament.
David Backus tied for twenty-sec
ond with a score of 219; Frank
Firman (Soph.) finished tied for
twenty-fourth place with a score of
224; Robert Mink (Fr.) finished

'Da Noise:

D-l athletes and sports get
it but what about D-2
understand what I'm talking about,
or need more of a clar-i-fi-ca-tion.
Sports Editor
Division II sports gets love
from the NCAA but exposure for
Check it out: have you ever certain sports could use a hug or
been part of an organization in two. Don't get me wrong, sports
which your position in that organi like football, basketball, baseball,
zation was classified in a lower di and volleyball are all recognized as
vision that caused you to often big sports for certain D-2 schools
times be overlooked? And as a but not all of them.
For instance, how many 0-2
inembw of the organization or in
stitution did you receive a modest players are drafted by tiie NFL,
yet satisfactory amount of exposure NBA. or MLB on a consistent ba
because your division was smaller. sis? Clueless, stumped? Well it's
•But on top of that, you where be only a few. Student-Athletes who
ing overlooked and under appreci compete at the D-2 level are some
ated while people who where times better than athletes tiiat cpn'ranked at the top of the chain re . tend in a D-1 atmosphere.
Then why are only a few get
ceived the majority of tiie ex{x)sure"
ting
drafted? Athletes at D-2
which allowed them stay in the
schools
need more exposure but
limelight.
exposure
for sports is mostly proif you're tuned In either you

Kermit R. Boyd

vided by TV, which some D-2 in
stitutes get none of. TV is one out
let where professional scouts arc
able to view potential draft picks
but scouting is mostly in person and
live.
Still, D-l athletes are always
in the limelight, therefore profes
sional (revenue seekers) or scouts
are flocking to watch professional
talent, which seems to be at theD1 level or is it
Many times when a scout is
hunting for talent at the amateur
level, the scout may hunt the prey
at theD-2 level when they are look
ing for - what professional »:outs
and analyst categorize as - "sleep-

~ Va Noise con
tinued on

twenty-fifth with a score of 220,

followed by J.R. Reyes (Jr.) and
Mike Ferris (Fr.) who lied for
twenty-ninth place with scores of
221.
"It was a pretty good "perfof- •
mance considering that it was our
first tournament of the season." said
head coach Greg Price.
"We were behind some of the
other schools in our conference, but
we beat a lot of the competition
from the Midwest"
The outcome from this tourna
ment could give the Coyotes some

positive outlook on next week's
NCAA national preview
ment held at the Crosswaier Coun
try Club in Sun River, Oregon.
"We're just anxious for thisOregon
tournament" co«|Mti^£PS£h
Price. '
^
The team's best finish in an
NCAA tournament is third (1997
and 1998). Considering that they
placed about five strokes away
from this is quite an accomplish
ment; possibly setting the pace for
what is to come for the Coyote golf
team this season.

it's not for everyone
but that's

[the poin

In Army ROTC you'll push yourself. Test your limits. And in
the process, learn how to think on your feet and be a good
leader. You could even get a scholarship. Register today for an

Army ROTC class. Because you're not just like "everyone."

ARMY ROTC

Unlike any other college course you can take.
Special Full Tuition Paid Scholarships Available!
Call (909) 621-8102 for more information!
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Lady Yotes hold even with UC Davis
shot that proved costly in the
upset bid against the Aggies.
Special to Chronicle
Despite the loss, the Coy
otes showed great intensity and
If
Coach
Christian offensive power in the first half
Johnson could erase one mis scoring two unanswered goals
take his team committed during to grab an early 2-0 advantage.
Natasha Araujo scored the
his Coyotes' double-overtime
2-2 contest against visiting UC Coyotes first goal, which was
Davis, that mistake arrived in assisted by Amber Cappello.
Later in the first half
the 87"' minute of regulation.
After a goal by Jennifer sophomore Stephanie Sheldrick
Martelle cut the Aggies' (5-1-2 accounted for the second goal
and 7-2-2 overall) deficit to 2- on an assist by Erin Keller.
Yet, the Aggies managed
1, UC Davis received an uncon
ventional goal from Carly to crawl back into the contest
Broaddus, who also collected after Martelle and Broaddus
an assist to go with her four tallied consecutive goals in the
second half.
shots on goal.
Two overtime periods
Broaddus took a pass from
were
played and neither team
Jacque Kocer and blasted the
was
able
to establish any scor
ball 40-yards to the net where
Coyote
goalie
Amanda ing opportunities.
The Aggies remained in
Hernandez came within finger
first place of the CCAA North
tips of blocking the shot.
The goal served as the ern conference while the Coy
equalizer in a match up between otes kept a firm position at third
a Coyote team that came in place in the South.
Coyotes' Lisa Fryer reposting a 1-5 mark at home
against the 20'" ranied^ OtT^'lSStved the only yellow card of
Davis, whose lone conference the contest after the freshman
loss came to UC San Diego 1- forward was whistled for an un

John D. Halcon

sportsmanlike behavior in the

0.

"We just made too many
Intstakes," saidi Johnson,.
"Our team came out the
t\TS\ V\A\t
weW, but we
just couldn't maintain the solid
proaiS of the team
because they played a better
game than [UC Davis]."
According to Johnson,
Hernandez had been playing
well at the keeper position the
entire first half, but it was her
one key error on the Broaddus

UC;X>ayis;^a0ie intONthe
contest without ace midfielder,
Jenny Smith.
She will be sidelined for the

remainder of the season after suffering a knee injury two
weeks prior to the start of the
matchHernandez collected eight
saves for the Coyotes while
Christine Ogden garnered four
for the Aggies.

Photo by Robert Whitehead
Natasha Araujo was one of two Coyotes who scored a goal in a 2-2 double overtime draw agianist
No.20 ranked UC Davis.

Despite valiant effort, Coyotes fall to Aggies 3-1
Michael Murphy

Special to Chronicle
UC Davis took advantage of two
defensive lapses by Cal State, San
Bernardino en route to a 3-1 CCAA
men's soccer victory over the Coy
otes before 150 fans at Coyote Field
Friday.
The Aggies'Ryan Shaw notched
his ninth goal of the season late in
the first half with a shot that deflected

Photo by Robert Whitehead
Coyote defenders attempt to steal the ball.

into goal off a Coyotes defender for
a 1-0 advantage.
Davis struck again in the 67th
minute on a goal by Derrick Thomas
(his third of the season) off a cross
from the left corner by Jeremy
Warner.
The Coyotes got into a 3-0 hole
when a Davis shot was deflected into
the Coyotes goal by a defender try
ing to head the ball away.
The Coyotes finally broke

— . — _ P h o t ob yR o b e r t W h i t e h e a d
Barry Steele puts the moves on defender

through with three minutes remain
ing on Steve Morales' fust goal of
the season off a pass from Matt
Stevenson.
CSUSB had its chances in the
first half. Jason Koza had a one-onone situation with keeper Nicholas
Platter but his chip shot attemptsailed
over the crossbar. Later, Johnny
Richardson blasted a line drive thatmissed the near comer of the net by
inches.
'They had one legit goal," said
Coyotes Coach Christian Johnson,
referring to Thomas's goal. "Our of
fensive players had multiple chances
to put the game away. The inability
to finish our plays is killing us. We're"
not finishing our chances."
The loss was the fifth in a row ,
inside theconference for the Coyotes.
They lost the previous four matches
by one goal.
The Aggies, ranked No. 4 in the
Far West Region, celebrated the win_^
because it keeps them in contention
for a CCAA tournament spot even
though they are in second place in
the North Division.
The win was Davis' third
straight over the Coyotes but trail in
the all-time series 4-3-1. CSUSB's
last win over theAggies was in 1998. -
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